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Matt Colton
The renowned mastering engineer goes from strength
to strength with his magic touch gracing award winners
and chart toppers. He tells GEORGE SHILLING some
of his secrets…

O

n Matt Colton’s Metropolis Studios
profile page is a telling disclaimer:
“Due to high demand, some orders
may take longer than usual to fulfil”.
This is hardly surprising, given Colton’s
astonishing roll call of successes.
Recent projects include the Mercury Prizewinning album Collapsed In Sunbeams from
Arlo Parks, the previous Mercury Prize winner
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Kiwanuka by Michael Kiwanuka, the Manic
Street Preachers’ No.1 album The Ultra Vivid
Lament, Public Service Broadcasting’s recent
Bright Magic album, Katie Melua’s Album No. 8,
Arctic Monkeys’ Tranquility Base Hotel + Casino,
Thom Yorke’s Suspiria, Paul Weller’s Fat Pop,
and a huge list of other terrific albums and
artists including two previous Mercury winners
for James Blake and Sampha.

A trio of MPG Awards cement his place as
one of the most respected and sought after
mastering engineers in the business. With the
resurgence of interest in vinyl, Colton has been
perfectly placed to cut lacquers for plenty of
projects, with his expertise in half-speed
mastering, and his training and wisdom learned
from the experts of the original vinyl era. As
well as vinyl versions of recent releases, he has
been drafted in to remaster the likes of Peter
Gabriel’s first four solo albums for vinyl reissue.
Introduced to the concept of mastering by
Mike Marsh of The Exchange through his local
radio station job, he landed a position at
Porky’s Mastering in 1997. He later moved to
Alchemy Soho, then AIR (alongside Ray Staff),
before rejoining Alchemy when it relaunched in
2012. Since 2019 however, he has been
ensconced at London’s Metropolis Studios,
where his bookings are still managed by his
wife Charlie Colton who also manages Urchin
Studios, and a select bunch of producers and
engineers.

How is the room at Metropolis?
They got so many things right when they built
those rooms. Acoustically they’re really good,
the power supply’s incredible. The basics are so
good; it makes such a difference. This is a great
room, and it makes my work better.
How much did you inherit when you moved in?
It was chock-full of equipment; I’ve moved a fair
amount of it out. The PMC/Bryston monitoring
is the original installation. There’s a cutting lathe
that was moved in there for me — a Neumann
VMS80. On the hardware side, Prism converters
and Sontec EQ, Maselec EQ — quite a lot of
Maselec stuff; I’ve got the De-Esser, both the
compressors: the single-band and the multiband, and the stereo image with the elliptical
EQ, high- and low-pass filters. When I moved in,
it had one of the hand-built original Metropolis
consoles that John Goldstraw built. He actually
built a desk for me at Alchemy, but this one
lacked some of the features you get on today’s
off-the-shelf desks, so we replaced it with the
SPL console, which is stunning.
I always wanted one of the original 8U
mastering desks like Bob Ludwig had. They’ve
made a slightly smaller version which is fantastic.
I generally hate analogue routers, and I often end
up patching point-to-point because it sounds
better. But it takes so long — if you have to
labour for 20 minutes, and then think, what was I
hearing? And then the loading might change,
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depending on what gear is connected. So then
there’s a question of consistency of sound. Tony
Cousins had the SPL first at Metropolis, and the
functionality is better than anything else I’ve
seen, and it has the 120-volt power rails. I did
some comparisons with patching directly versus

going through the router, and you’ve got to work
hard to hear a difference. Plus you can set up
three different patches and flip between them;
it’s so flexible. And I brought quite a lot of my
own stuff: some Avalon EQs, Elysia compressor,
Lavry converters, the Unfairchild…
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/ While the monitoring in his room was the original PMC/Bryston install, his hardware choices are largely his own

Does that get used a lot?
It’s a great vibe box. It does a thing that is
fantastic, it’s just not always required. But
sometimes you do need to put a stamp on
something; it’s very euphonic and can add a
choir of angels to whatever you’re working on.
Presumably you’re not doing much
compression with it?
No, I’m mostly working with contemporary
music, and mixes these days are not short of
compression. When I started engineers were
mixing on a desk and might have one or two
compressors, but now everyone’s got as many
compressors as they want. So it’s rare that I’m
using analogue compression for any kind of
major dynamic control. So the Unfairchild gives
me a pleasant, driven sound, and a broad lump
around 50 to 100 Hertz, and some gnarly 3k
presence. The Elysia Alpha seems to add an
open quality; it puts a space around the upper
mids and does something subtle and nice. The
Maselec multiband has a shape to it. It’s quite
transparent compared to an SSL, but it gives a
kind of slightly exciting ‘Loudness button’
shape. But it’s rare that I’ve got more than half a
dB of gain reduction going on with outboard
compression.
You’ve mastered a lot of records that David
Wrench has mixed. Does he attend?
A lot of mixing engineers have a broad
philosophy of how they want things to sound,
so the more you work with somebody, the more
you get to know what it is that they want to
hear you bring to the table. So with David, I
usually know the ballpark he wants me to land
in. Mostly we do unattended because he’s busy,
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I love attended sessions, but Covid changed
my way of working. I like to chat about art,
philosophy, cinema, books and whatever
but there are times when he’ll say, ‘this is too
important for me not to be there’. I love
attended sessions, but Covid changed my way
of working. I like to chat about art, philosophy,
cinema, books and whatever, and I think you
get a better feel for what the artist wants to
hear. And questions about crossfading — you
do it there and then rather than emailing back
and forth.
I gather you got into some forensic detail
work on the second Audiobooks album
[Wrench’s band with Evangeline Ling] with
David?
Well, there was Unfairchild all over it, but it then
meant we had to do quite a lot of surgical EQ
after that because resonances were popping
out. David wanted to make sure we had done
the work, and we weren’t going to leave that bit
of honkiness in the vocal for those five seconds,
because we can go in and fix that — and we
should.
So would he then adjust the mix?
No, it was at my end. With mastering, you can
sometimes make 95% of the mix better but 5%
worse. Often it’s a case of compromise,
whereas with this one, the 95% win is great, but
let’s not settle for that 5% where we’ve lifted out

a bit of ugliness in the low-mids on that
particular synth in the right channel for the first
note of the pre-chorus. We would zoom in, tidy
up and tweak what we were doing.
So did you automate things or edit sections?
Mostly on that it was just doing edit sections.
Some automation, but as with most projects I’m
playing on one machine into analogue and
capturing on a second machine. So there was
an element of automation on the playback
machine before it went into analogue, and then
almost a bit of post-production on the record
machine once we’d captured everything — so
just using everything really.
How much vinyl are you cutting at the
moment?
I’m probably doing five to ten records a week.
Unfortunately there are times when I don’t get
to cut the vinyl on my own projects. With the
lead times of pressing plants, more people are
getting them cut at the factory.
So for a factory cut do you just send the same
digital master?
Yes. You’re at the point where you’ve got an
approved master. If I’m cutting the vinyl myself I
might back off the limiting and tweak the EQ to
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Do you keep an eye on LUFS loudness?
I generally think: make the record sound how
you want. And this is my advice to everyone.
Occasionally a client says, ‘This needs to be at
-14LUFS,’ and it can be, I genuinely don’t mind,
but why don’t we just let the music decide? The
reason why I say that is that these numbers that
get bandied around change all the time. All the
streaming platforms have changed how they’re
calculating loudness. So you could be optimised
for a period of time, and then you’re not. And
then you’re not making musical decisions, you’re
making abstract mathematical decisions. What I
keep an eye on is dynamic range. That’s

something I meter all the time, predominantly
using the Youlean meter. Really pushing things
beyond -6db dynamic range; that’s compressed.
If I want it a bit more open maybe for house
music, maybe -8. If it’s a ballad, maybe -10.
These are very rough numbers. If I’m doing
an album I’ll usually get the best two or three
tracks sitting how I want, then I’m not
particularly looking at the meters from that
point. Everything then needs to sit right with
that benchmark that I’ve set with those first
tracks, so it doesn’t matter as much what the
meters say. I’m always trying to come back to
musicality rather than fixating on the meters.

/ Matt’s recent work has included The Arctic Monkeys,
Public Service Broadcasting and Michael Kiwanuka

get it to cut better, but I’m doing all of those
changes based on test cuts I’m doing on my
lathe, playing those back on a couple of
turntables I know. But if I’m not doing those test
cuts, there’s no valid change I can make that I
can justify, because every lathe sounds different.
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I have two excellent turntables… Should I buy
the vinyl or is the CD better or the same?
Buy both! The thing is, the vinyl will always
sound different. It’s okay for it to be different.
Even forgetting dynamics you may find you
have to narrow the stereo image, you might
roll-off some of the extreme low or high
frequencies, you might have to apply dynamic
high-frequency control to prevent sibilance or
crash cymbals distorting…
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So I’m paying double for a version that has
some frequency information missing?
Vinyl doesn’t have a flat frequency response
across the disc anyway, The high-frequency
response at the outside is vastly superior to that
of the inside. I could cut something completely
flat at the outside, and you could say, that
sounds like the digital, and I could cut it at the
inside and you’d say, where has all the high
frequency gone? Why has the stereo closed
down? And the answer is the physics of the
disc. The response changes depending on
where you are on the surface of the record. It’s
always different, so it can be different if that’s a
good engineering decision.
That’s why people pay me — to make good
engineering decisions. Hopefully, the listener
puts on the record and says, yeah, I like the way
that sounds. David [Wrench] did tweet that he
thought the Audiobooks vinyl sounded better
than the digital. Which does happen from time
to time. But with that, I didn’t do anything to it, I
just cut it from the digital! But even if you’re not
trying to do anything different — the signal path
from the workstation to the cutting lathe,
there’s a lot going on there. Which sometimes
sounds better!
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